
WSGA Board Meeting 
November 18, 2020 

Attended 

 
Called to order at 7:06 pm 
 
Minutes Approved for September 16, 2020 
 
Proxy:  
Jessie Maxwell for Cliff Slaughterback  
 
Treasure Report:  
Postpone due to medical issues (report will come later) 
Chris Brue and Lori Cassidy have some expenses reimbursement to turn in. 
 

Board Members Chapter Reps Extra People 
X President 

Chris Brue 
Mc3cats 

 48 North 
Cliff Slaughterback 
crs98 

Jim Tollefson 

X Vice-President 
Jessie Maxwell 
Tcoffee 

X Cache-cadian 
Eugene Reed 
Mr. Gadget2  

 

X Secretary 
Lori Cassidy 
Seabeck Tribe 

X Inland Empire 
Gerald (Jerry) Martin 
Martin5  

 

 Treasurer 
Annette Bailes 
Peach&Pete 

X Olympic Peninsula 
Erin Comstock 
bluecanoe  

 

 Parks and Campout 
Annette Bailes 
Peach&Pete 

X Puget Sound 
Chris Umpphenour 
ChrisoftheNorthwest,  

 

 Webmaster 
Jim Pallwitz 
witzend 

X South Central 
Patrick McColley 
TeamPast 

 

  X Southwest 
Vickie & Brian Knott 
SuperKnots 

 



Old Business:  
Membership: 

● 107 badges are being mailed out  
 
Parks Report 

● Friends of Lake Sammamish State Park (See the notes in Outreach Program) 
 
Chapter Reports:  See Below 

● Events are being unpublished or archived due restrictions changing in states & counties 
 

WSGA Summer Campout: 
● On hold right now 

 
Outreach Program: 

● Friends of Lake Sammamish State Park host community events 
○ They awarded 10 Lab Adventures 

■ Once done they can go to Cold Stone Creamery to get a free ice cream cone 
○ 3 physical caches Bank Holiday Theme Caches  

 
Merchandise:  

● Doing overall well since Spot of the APE promotion 
● Spot of the APE  with different colors with three different teams 
● Hiders can find the other colors from what they bought 
● Email approval for purchase of second round of purchase STA. Email chat will be included in 

meeting notes for the next meeting. (See last page for email 
 
Elections:  

● Let Jessie know if you want to run again or not run again  
● Need to start gathering information to rerun 

 
Events:  

● Events are being unpublished or archived 
 
New Business: 

● APE event 2021 
○ Choose a hard date on when if it is a go ahead or cancel 
○ Having a lot of merchandise that is not able to be sold at event 
○ Venue, permits, insurance, etc to run it will need to be planned ahead of time 
○ Lot of upfront cost is the concern if event is cancelled  

 
Member Comment from Live YouTube and Board: 

● No viewers 
 



Next Meeting: 
● January 20, 2020 at 7 pm 

 
Adjourned at  8:19 pm 

 
  



 

 

   

WASHINGTON STATE GEOCACHING ASSOCIATION 
TREASURE REPORT  

September 16 to November 17, 2020 

Income 
(Explanation) 

Income  
(Amount) 

Expense 
(Explanation) 

Expense 
(Amount) 
 

    

    

    

    

    

    

Total Income  Total Expense  

Net Profit / (Net Loss)  

    

Bank Balance as of   

Less: Valley Cities GeoTour Funds  

Net WSGA Fund on Hand  

Current Bank Balance   

Less: Outstanding Checks  

Reconciled Bank Balance as of 11/18/2020  



Chapter Reports 
 

 

 

48th North  Cliff Slaughterback 

(crs98) 

Past Chapter Events:  Upcoming Chapter Events:  Upcoming Area Events 

     

Chapter News: 

 

Cache-cadian  Eugene Reed (Mr. 

Gadget2) 

Past Chapter Events:  Upcoming Chapter Events:  Upcoming Area Events 

     

Chapter News: 

 

Inland Empire Chapter 

  

Jerry Martin (Martin 5) 

Past Chapter Events:  Upcoming Chapter Events:  Upcoming Area Events 

10/31/2020 

Pizza Trick-or-Treat 

GC91ATH 

22 Attendees 

None at this time. 

 

12/05/2020 

GC91ZFZ 

Winter Wonderland – 10 years! 

by Nuttyguy 

Lewiston, ID 



 

 

 

Chapter News: 

On Halloween there were two events located across the border in Post Falls, Idaho. 

Lucymogus hosted her Community Celebration event between 1:00 and 3:00 p.m. 

Three hours later the IE Chapter hosted our annual Halloween event between 6:00 and 

8:00 p.m. The venue for our event was hosted by antiqueman at his New York Pizza 

Department restaurant. The last time we hosted a Halloween event at his restaurant 

was in 2012, so it was nice being able to again this year. 

PNW_Native and PNWcarrots made the trip over from the west side to attend both 

events. Plus we also had a guest lackey, ari54321, make the trip over for both as well. 

He said it was kind of funny that his very first WSGA event took place in Idaho. 

Idaho has dropped down to COVID-19 level 3; however, with different restrictions than 

the last time Idaho was in 3. At this time we are unsure if events 

Olympic Peninsula  Erin Comstock 

(bluecanoe) 

Past Chapter Events:  Upcoming Chapter Events:  Upcoming Area Events 

     

Chapter News: 

 

Puget Sound  Chris Umpphenour 

(ChrisoftheNorthwest) 

Past Chapter Events:  Upcoming Chapter Events:  Upcoming Area Events 

     

Chapter News: 

 



   

South Central  Patrick McColley 

(TeamPast) 

Past Chapter Events:  Upcoming Chapter Events:  Upcoming Area Events 

10/25/20 

Hey You Guys , a WSGA meet & 

Greet 

Astoria OR 

About 40 attendees 

12-05-2020  

CITO 

GC922MR   

Fort Stevens, OR at the Peter 

Ireldale beach 

 

Chapter News: 

We followed social distancing and all attendees wore masks. We kept it simple and only had 

a raffle. People were happy just to get together.   

We had attendees from all over .  

 

CITO - I'm thankful for,  We will be monitoring the county's level, as will the reviewer. ( They 

notified us they will cancel it , if they feel the need ) . 



 

   

Southwest Chapter   The SuperKnotts 

 

Past Chapter Events:  Upcoming Chapter Events:  Upcoming Area Events 

     

Chapter News: 

 



Email for the passing of new Spotting the Ape Game for 2021 
 
Re: Input needed: Spot the Ape Game (more? extended?)  
On Thu, Nov 5, 2020, 7:06 AM President WSGA <president.wsga@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
Thanks, Jerry. 
 
It looks like we have a unanimous vote. The motion carries! 
 
Lori, please capture this email thread as we will need to formally record 
it and put it on the record at our next meeting which is 2 weeks from 
today. 
 
Jessie, its full steam ahead on Spot the Ape round two. Please proceed 
with getting the coins and tags ordered. 
 
With our next meeting coming up, I will be getting it the notification up 
on the website. For those who do reports, please start working on them and 
get them to Lori. Reps, if you want file a formal report you can. Otherwise 
I will just go "around the horn" during the meeting to check in and see how 
things are going in your individual chapters. 
 
Thanks, everyone! 
 
On Wed, Nov 4, 2020 at 3:13 PM Martin 5 <combat.cacher@gmail.com> wrote: 
Aye 

 
On Nov 1, 2020, at 8:39 AM, President WSGA <president.wsga@gmail.com> wrote: 
Looks like we haven't heard from Jerry or Patrick yet. Just need to hear 
from the two gentlemen before we can finalize the vote. 
 
On Sun, Nov 1, 2020 at 8:12 AM Chris Umphenour <chris@umphenour.org> wrote: 

Aye 

Chris Umphenour 

mailto:president.wsga@gmail.com
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Host of Caching in the NorthWest 

 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 11:39 PM, President WSGA <president.wsga@gmail.com> wrote: 

All in favor? 

 

On Fri, Oct 30, 2020 at 11:15 PM Patrick McColley <pat@mccolley.net> wrote: 

I second the movement 

Patrick McColley 

 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 11:08 PM, c.c.slaughterbeck@frontier.com wrote: 

I move that we proceed with option (1). 

 

*From:* President WSGA <president.wsga@gmail.com> 

*Sent:* Friday, October 30, 2020 10:13 PM 

*To:* Jessie Maxwell <jessie.t.maxwell@gmail.com> 

*Cc:* Martin 5 <combat.cacher@gmail.com>; Eugene Reed < 

reed.eugene@gmail.com>; Annette Bailes <annettepbailes@aol.com>; Lori 

Cassidy <seabecktribe@gmail.com>; WSGA Secretary < 

secretary@wsgaonline.org>; Chandra <treasurer@wsgaonline.org>; Cliff 

Slaughterbeck <c.c.slaughterbeck@frontier.com>; Chris Umphenour < 

chris@umphenour.org>; Erin Comstock <chipthrowerizme@yahoo.com>; Brian 

Knott <brianknott80@yahoo.com>; Vickie Knott <adrock_31@yahoo.com>; 

Patrick McColley <pat@mccolley.net> 

*Subject:* Re: Input needed: Spot the Ape Game (more? extended?) 

Thanks, Jessie 

To make this easier for the board, here's the rundown on the two 

packages that will bring in the most income from the STA hider packages: 

*1) 150 Hider Packs/450 Coins* 

mailto:president.wsga@gmail.com
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$300 to the Snag The Tag 

$3520 to Oak Coins 

*Total Cost = $3820* 

Total income from 150 hider packs @ $35.99 = *$5398.50* 

*Net income after expenses = $1578.50* 

 

*2) 100 Hider Packs/300 Coins* 

$200 to Snag The Tag 

$2621.50 to the mint 

*Total Cost = $2821.50* 

Total income from 100 hider packs @ $35.99 = *$3599.00* 

*Net income after expenses = $777.50* 

 

Clearly, we are doubling our income after expenses with package 1 over 

package 2. 

 

If there's no more questions, I think we need a couple of motions and 

votes. First off, we need a motion on whether to proceed with doing a Spot 

The Ape tag second edition. 

Whoever files the motion, please reply to all. 

 

On Fri, Oct 30, 2020 at 9:43 PM Jessie Maxwell <jessie.t.maxwell@gmail.com> wrote: 

$3520 to oak coins. $300 to STT 

Jessie 

 

On Fri, Oct 30, 2020, 9:34 PM President WSGA <president.wsga@gmail.com> wrote: 

Good evening all, 

If we plan to purchase more coins/tags, we definitely need to vote on 

this. We must first decide on what package we want to go with. Personally, 

I suggest going with the 100 additional hider packs (or 300 coins). At 
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$2821.50 out the door, we will make *$777.50 *off of the sales of the 

packs less our investment of *$2821.50*. There will be a fringe benefit of more foot traffic on 
our store site which equals more sales of merchandise. Also, limiting sales to WSGA 
members only will give us a bump up on new membership and renewals. I don't see a losing 
scenario for the WSGA. If we go with the 50 hider packs we will not bring in as much income 

and I don't see it being worth the effort in the end.  We could even go *150 hider packs/450 
coins*. That would bring in more of a financial return for us. *Jessie, can you provide the oard 
what the cost of 150 hider  packs/450 coins would be? *Our financial return will be bigger with 
more STA hider packs to sell. More hider packs will help in limited the run on our website 
when they release.  

I like the idea of minting the coins in different metals for the STA 2.0. This will definitely give 
people coming back to buy another hider packet since there is a different colored coin. I 
suggest a shiny gold one or perhaps an orange glow as Jessie noted. Minting the same 
colored coins may not necessarily get the turn out as we anticipate. 

 A word about the website. Seeing our website crash first-hand was well concerning. 
HOWEVER, I think doing a second round of STA hider packages may not bring a massive run 
on our website as the first round did. The massive amount of traffic only lasted about an hour 
to an hour and 15 mins. In speaking with Mitch and Jim, we would have to go back to our ISP 
and ask for more bandwidth during that peak time. I am not thinking the cost to increase 
bandwidth for such a short episodial event is not worth it in the end. 

*Jessie * if you can bounce back to us with the cost of 150 hider packs/450 coins, I think we 
can have the board review the two options and then we can entertain a motion and vote on 
moving forward with Spot The Ape 2.0. 

Thank you. 

 

On Fri, Oct 30, 2020 at 9:00 PM Jessie Maxwell <jessie.t.maxwell@gmail.com> wrote: 

 

Thank you for all of this feedback! Correct me if I'm wrong -  I believe in order to spend money 
for this we need to vote on it - and for that we need a motion . 

 

On Fri, Oct 30, 2020 at 7:01 PM Martin 5 <combat.cacher@gmail.com> wrote: 

 

I think if we offer a new game with a different color coin, we can honestly say we are offering 
it based on “popular demand” of the first game. Plus if we offer sales before Christmas, it 
could be a great way to also promote it as a Christmas gift for the geocacher family member 
or friend. 

Maybe open sales up to members only for 24 or 48 hours and then open up to anyone OR 
offer a nonmember pack, which includes the $15 basic membership. Another thought is have 
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pre-sales for a limited time and order base on the number of sales. 

Jerry 

On Oct 30, 2020, at 3:58 PM, Jessie Maxwell <jessie.t.maxwell@gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks for the questions - I'll address them below: 

 

Who are the target people we are wanting to make contact to,  with the sale of the coins? 
Anyone. Some of the coins are available only to members (the member/silver coin) and the 
others are/were available for purchase in the store or can be found in the Spot the Ape game. 
I hear WSGA members and some talk of Nationally.  I know there are a lot of folks who will be 
attending the Scheduled 2021 APE event from fare away places who would love to have the 
opportunity to get their hand on any  and every type of APE memborilia. A clarification on 
semantics here: Going APE 2021 has not been "officially" scheduled or advertised, because it 
is not clear if we can have Events nor is it clear if the site will allow rentals of this size. If we 
can have one, we will - but we are in an indefinite holding pattern.  

Is the intent to be selling the coin outside the state of Washington of beyond Where WSGA 
members  reside? Coins have always been available to everyone - we have several national 
and internationalcustomers. The Spot the Ape game has two roles: hiders and finders. 

Currently, hiders must be WSGA members, and finders can be anyone. This year we opened 
up the game boundaries nationally and through Canada since we can't have an event. We 
currently do have, and have had for years, several out of state members. This year we have 
hiders in BC, New York, Florida, etc. and those hiders are all members. 

I read something about a typo error by the minter, can you tell me what kind of error was 
made? I have not seen or recall seeing the proof  coin in question. The coin says "Track the 
geocaching.com" rather than "Track at Geocaching.com." All tracking numbers and coins 
must be approved by HQ and Oakcoins took their approval as the official go-ahead rather 
than checking with Mark. When he offered feedback, he was told it was already moved into 
production, and he reminded them everyone needs input - not just HQ! It's definitely a 
mistake, but thankfully a minor one. 

How can we include these not so savvy people can get into the action and fun?  Thankfully, 
SnagTheTag.com is even better at this than when we first started the game. When we started 
it was only on Facebook, which was a barrier for even savvy people who didn't use Facebook 
as a personal choice.  You can set up notifications through the website (snagthetag.com) to 
get emails when they're hidden near you, and if there is something that doesn't make sense, 
emailing them is a very effective way to get help. Many people struggle with websites, hiding 
tags, knowing what to do, etc. and Oleg and Mark help them through every step of the way. 

Thank you - and keep sending those questions/thoughts! 

Jessie 

On Fri, Oct 30, 2020 at 3:02 PM Eugene Reed <reed.eugene@gmail.com> wrote: 

I am trying to get all of this discussion sorted out in my thick skull. Wow a lot of information 
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being discussed within. Here are a few questions I have. I take it this discussion relates to 
hider kits.  

 

Who are the target people we are wanting to make contact to,  with the sale of the coins? I 
hear WSGA members and some talk of Nationally.  I know there are a lot of folks who will be 
attending the Scheduled 2021 APE event from fare away places who would love to have the 
opportunity to get their hand on any  and every type of APE memborilia.  

Is the intent to be selling the coin outside the state of Washington of beyond Where WSGA 
members  reside? 

I read something about a typo error by the minter, can you tell me what kind of error was 
made? I have not seen or recall seeing the proof  coin in question. 

I have to agree with Jerry’s idea having the second phase at a later date. My idea is that we 
need to cater to our own WSGA folks first allowing them the opportunity to have first dibs at 
the purchases. Then allowing outsiders the opportunity at a later date. 

Now for an off topic subject: There are a lot of  geocaching folks who are not all that tech 
savvy with an of the modern online media. I know I can fall into that group  myself. Last year I 
never did find the way or link to see when or where some of the hides of the spot the ape 
coins were placed. How can we include these not so savvy people can get into the action and 
fun? For me an email notification or maybe a texting method would get the word out to a lot of 
folks also. 

Finally a big thank you to you Jesse and Mark for a lot of hard work you have been doing. 

Gene 

Sent from Mail <https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986> for Windows 10 

 

*From: *Jessie Maxwell <jessie.t.maxwell@gmail.com> 

*Sent: *Thursday, October 29, 2020 6:30 PM 

*To: *President WSGA <president.wsga@gmail.com>; Annette Bailes 

<annettepbailes@aol.com>; Lori Cassidy <Seabecktribe@gmail.com>; WSGA 

Secretary <secretary@wsgaonline.org>; Chandra 

<treasurer@wsgaonline.org>; Eugene Reed <reed.eugene@gmail.com>; Cliff 

Slaughterbeck <c.c.slaughterbeck@frontier.com>; Chris Umphenour 

<chris@umphenour.org>; Erin Comstock <chipthrowerizme@yahoo.com>; Brian 

Knott <brianknott80@yahoo.com>; Vickie Knott <adrock_31@yahoo.com>; Patrick 

McColley <pat@mccolley.net>; Martin 5 <combat.cacher@gmail.com> 

*Subject: *Input needed: Spot the Ape Game (more? extended?) 
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Hi Folks! 

We're finally coming up for air after getting Spot the Ape 2020 off the ground, and I've been 
so pleased/overwhelmed/agog at the excitement by the community! Mark and I have been 
crunching some numbers to see if we can leverage this excitement to help fundraise for the 
club, as well as to abate some of the discontent from those who didn't get to hide in the game 
and who want to. However, adding more packets does increase the work of the game and 
behind-the-scenes logistics. 

 

I'd like your feedback on selling more hider packets and extending this current game. We can 
order more coins from the mint and receive them relatively quickly. If we're ordering from the 
mint, I had them add on 50 orange-glow coins to the bid that can be a supporter-edition.  Here 
are the numbers: 

_______ 

 

For 50 additional hider packets (150 more coins) + 50 orange glow: 

$100 to STT for hider codes 

$1550.00 to the mint 

*$1650 total cost* 

_______ 

 

For 100 additional hider packets (300 more coins) + 50 orange glow: 

 

$200 to STT for hider codes 

$2621.50 to the mint 

*$2821.50 total cost* 

_______ 

 

   - We charged $35.99 per hider packet, and a fair price for the supporter coin would be 
$20.00, especially advertised as a "supporter coin"  

- The bids from the mint included shipping for our previous order, so I am assuming it does 
once again. I sent an email to confirm, and I'll let you know if the cost is different 

 

The game is set to start on Saturday. If we'd like to extend the game and offer more hider 
packets, we'd need to do that in the next few days so people could get their packets ASAP. 



Please email your questions/thoughts/motions over by EOB tomorrow. 

 

Thank you! 

Jessie 

*Jessie Maxwell* 

206.484.9788 | jessie.t.maxwell@gmail.com 


